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North West Design Studios is a Bolton,
Manchester-based web design agency offering full
digital marketing services including Web Design,
Development and web marketing to the national
and international clients. North West Design
Studio is founded in 2005 and NWDS became a
limited company in 2008. It has a good local
market reputation but when it comes to the
international market targeting they are noobies.
They wanted to target the international market for
their web design and web marketing services so
that they’ve decided to focus me on internet
marketing as their marketing resource.
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NWDS wanted Sun Media Marketing to research some
keywords relevant to their services on a niche level and
keywords must have a specific amount of search volumes
and also keywords relevant to their offering services. After
that selecting some niche level keywords they wanted to
rank for them on SERP’s first page. 

How We
Helped

They also wanted Sun Media Marketing to develop an
engaging content marketing strategy, which would not
only increase their organic traffic but also help them to get
decent number inquiries related to their services. We
started with the SEO audit of the NWDS website and
analyzed the current scenario of the website in terms of
traffic and conversation. We have identified the lacking
factors of the website by performing manual audits and
analysis and fixed them.



Strategy & Tactics
Identified on-site content that could be
optimized to rank for valuable search phrases
and produce leads.
Wrote all new on-site content, optimized
with valuable search phrases from our
keyword strategy.
Applied best practices in responsive Web
design and development.
Conducted extensive research to identify the
best targets for content marketing outreach.
Focus SEO activities on specific product
category pages to outrank their competitors.

 



The Results
Website Traffic
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